2019-04-18: How Do Academies of Medical Educators Structurally Support Educators

The following links were shared during the chat:
- The Impact of an Academy of Medical Educators on the Culture of an American Health Sciences Campus [https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28746137](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28746137)
- Learner-Centered Teaching: Five Key Changes to Practice, 2nd ed. [https://www.amazon.com/Learner-Centered-Teaching-Five-Changes-Practice/dp/1118119282](https://www.amazon.com/Learner-Centered-Teaching-Five-Changes-Practice/dp/1118119282)
- Approaching Impact Meaningfully in Medical Education Research [https://journals.lww.com/academicmedicine/Abstract/publishahead/Approaching_Impact_Meaningfully_in_Medical.97636.aspx](https://journals.lww.com/academicmedicine/Abstract/publishahead/Approaching_Impact_Meaningfully_in_Medical.97636.aspx)

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
Welcome to the #mededchat (US) I am your moderator for the next hour @alliance4clined #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
The #mededchat topic & questions will be announced in a moment…for now, please introduce yourselves #meded

Janet Corral @edtechcorral 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd Thanks for moderating! Looking forward to the #mededchat tonight on Academies!

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Gary here in North Carolina #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
@edtechcorral @Alliance4ClinEd Thanks for joining the #mededchat!

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
If you are tuning in to the #mededchat, remember to use the #mededchat hashtag and try to answer with the Topic numbers (T1, T2, T3)

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
We will assume that all of your tweets during #mededchat are your own during this hour unless otherwise stated #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
T1 about to come up in a few moments #meded #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
TOPIC 1: How has membership in your Academy supported your success as an Educator? #mededchat #meded
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>@MedEdChat T1 I belonged to an academy previously and cannot say that it was of any value to me as a #mededucator. In fact, I quit after a few months from dissatisfaction. Interested to hear other experiences. #mededchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Billings @bheather958</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>@MedEdChat Watching 2 hockey games in Minnesota but still have time to #mededchat looking forward to hearing from everyone!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nupur Verma @nverma21</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>@MedEdChat T1: I would be lost without the leadership and material support from @theAPDR @AURtweet but..the biggest thing the academic societies give: community of other educators to show you the path #Meded #mededchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@DSchatteMD @dschattemd</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat T1 that’s so sad to hear! I’ve been member of two different academies, and while they were both different I appreciate with both meeting master educators from other disciplines and professions #mededchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Sawning @SSawning</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>@MedEdChat Susan here from bourbon and horse country. Working my 2nd job so will be in and out. #mededchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Haidet @myheroistrane</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>I was an inaugural member of Baylor’s academy early in my career, then joined Penn State’s when I moved there as soon as I was eligible. The #meded academies are my people. #mededchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>@MedEdChat T1 Maybe that was the problem. I never felt that it was a community. Belonging felt more like a burden. #mededchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Corral @edtechcorral</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>@MikeGisondi @MedEdChat @StanfordEMED @NU_FAME Welcome! Looking forward to the #mededchat on Academies tonight!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Haidet @myheroistrane</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>@SSawning @MedEdChat What’s your 2nd job???? #mededchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi</td>
<td>8 hours ago</td>
<td>@MedEdChat T1 #mededchat Far more support for educators when academies are service oriented rather than honorific only. More ability to support education research, promote careers, foster collaboration, and award outstanding teaching efforts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Paul Haidet @myheroistrane               | 8 hours ago   | RT @MikeGisondi: @MedEdChat T1 #mededchat Far more support for educators when academies are service oriented rather than honorific only. M…
MedEdBot @MedEdBot 8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: I was an inaugural member of Baylor’s academy early in my career, then joined Penn State’s when I moved there as soon as…

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
@MikeGisondi @myheroistrane @MedEdChat T1 The one I was part of wanted to be more service-oriented, but it just wasn't working. I felt like I was being meeting’ed to death and no sense of community or collaboration #mededchat

Heather Billings @bheather958 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 being a member of Mayo’s Academy @mayofacdev reinforces personal professional identity as an educator and the value of education within large medical center #mededchat

Shari Whicker @ShariWhicker 8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat T1: I’m so sorry to hear that, @GLBDallaghan! #mededchat. Yes, the development of the feeling of a true community of practice is key to the success of any teaching academy, imo. It definitely shouldn’t feel burdensome.

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi Replying to @GLBDallaghan @dschattemd @MedEdChat Was the format an honorific one or was there an expectation of service to fellows academy members/school? #mededchat

@DSchatteMD @dschattemd 8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat T1 Here in the Houston area, we have an academies collaborative meeting annually between @AMTUTMB, BCM, McGovern, and MD Anderson so it’s a chance to share educational scholarship & network outside of our own institutions #MedEdChathttps://t.co/NTeLmGbsZ2

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @dschattemd: @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat T1 Here in the Houston area, we have an academies collaborative meeting annually between @AMTUTMB,…

Sateesh Arja, MD, MPH @ArjaSateesh 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T1 we don’t have any academy at our institution and only we have medical education unit. Faculty members are part of organizations like AMEE, AoME, and IAMSE individually #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
@bheather95 @MedEdChat @MayoFacDev T1 Your experience relates in many ways to this article by @edtechcorral https://t.co/G6da4nRupB#mededchat

Susan Sawning @SSawning 8 hours ago
We currently have no academy, I’m here to listen and determine whether it’s something to aspire to soon #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @bheather95 @MedEdChat @MayoFacDev T1 Your experience relates in many ways to this article by @edtechcorralhttps://t.co/…
What a great idea - to collaborate cross Academies for an annual meeting! #mededchat

Have you read this article about UCSF's academy? https://t.co/BgazgXM1Ui #mededchat

TOPIC 2: What event(s) does your Academy run that engage you as an Educator and/or advance your career? #mededchat #meded

T1 agreed! We have active subgroups for mentorship (of Educator portfolio development for promotion, edu research), faculty development, advocacy (for the education pillar of the mission), and to distribute grants. We meet regularly and encourage new ideas for outreach #mededchat

Key ingredient for a successful #Meded academy: people have to want it; have to want the community, have to get something there that they can’t elsewhere in the institution. #mededchat

I love the idea of a multi-institutional Academy #mededchat would think there are lots of opportunities to develop connections and expand communities - tell me more!

At @UNC_SOM the Academy holds regular educational sessions that are of great value. Even tho I'm not a member I can still attend and those are beneficial #mededchat

RT @myheroistrane: Key ingredient for a successful #Meded academy: people have to want it; have to want the community, have to get something…

I really appreciate our annual education symposium, which gives scholarship to jr faculty & learners #mededchathttps://t.co/kHrb2evLHk

I’m interested in your experience vs @GLBDallaghan’s —what did Baylor and Penn do differently for it feel like community for you and not Gary?#mededchat

RT @edtechcorral: I really appreciate our annual education symposium, which gives scholarship to jr faculty & learners #mededcha…
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: The #mededchat topic & questions will be announced in a moment…for now, please introduce yourselves #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: How has membership in your Academy supported your success as an Educator? #mededchat #meded

Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi 8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @myheroistrane @MedEdChat T1 #mededchat Many academies underwent the honorific to service model transition in the past 10 years. It is a tough thing to do. Building community without asking anything is unlikely to work. Relationships / memberships require 2 way investment of effort and interest. @NU_FAME

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: Key ingredient for a successful #Meded academy: people have to want it; have to want the community, have to get somethin…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: What event(s) does your Academy run that engage you as an Educator and/or advance your career? #mededchat#meded

Nupur Verma @nverma218 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 @ UF we have clinical educator workshops which are run by the office of faculty affairs at the SOM, I love learning from non-MDs because so few physicians have training in teaching, from developing curriculum to assessing competency #MedEd #MedEdChat @MancusoMD

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
We just had our “EdVenture” day today at @PennStHershey … a key activity of our Academy #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @bheather95: @MedEdChat T1 being a member of Mayo’s Academy @mayofacdev reinforces personal professional identity as an educator and the…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: I was an inaugural member of Baylor’s academy early in my career, then joined Penn State’s when I moved there as soon as…

Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi 8 hours ago
@edtechcorral @MedEdChat At @StanfordMedTMA, it has been scoring internal grants and attending/supporting noon lecture presentations. #mededchat T1

Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi 8 hours ago
RT @dschattemd: @MikeGisondi @myheroistrane @MedEdChat T1 agreed! We have active subgroups for mentorship (of Educator portfolio developmen…
Many academies underwent the honorific to service model transition…

@ShariWhicker @MedEdChat @ShariWhicker T2: How has your Academy organized your journal club, and kept the momentum going? #mededchat

Kristina here, mostly lurking tonight - but supporting - #mededchat after a busy day. @GLBDallaghan @myheroistrane #MedEdhttps://t.co/7tW0rg2zlT

@bheather95 @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @amtutmb T1 #mededchat all area academies advertise for abstract submissions and provide reviewers, including for poster awards. We have a great diversity of high quality presenters from #interprofessional educators https://t.co/KsOXs5QO3P

Academies like AoME and Academy of higher education from UK recognize the faculty members based on faculty roles like curriculum development, assessment and feedback, teaching, scholarship and educational research, and leadership and confer Associate and fellowship.

Not sure... both have struggled to implement service, like others here have commented. However, when we DO get together, it feels like being a part of the guild, as we talk about and work on the #teaching craft together. #mededchat

T2 @UNC_SOM is going to have their evening of scholarship in May. New inductees will be announced then as well as poster presentations. It’ll be my first time going so I’m anxious to see it #mededchat

I love this idea! @GerardRabalais @RonPaul57 @SSaner @EmilyJaneNoonan

RT @myheroistrane: @SSawning @GLBDallaghan Not sure... both have struggled to implement service, like others here have commented. However,…

Question: could we consider @MedEdChat an “online academy?” #mededchat
Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @kristinadzara I am co-director @BIDMC_Academy - this year we broadened our outreach to be inclusive of all academic clinicians recognizing more and more faculty are predominantly 100% clinical - to the #MedEdChat community - what do you find important to meet that mission?

Janet Corral @edtechcorral 8 hours ago
@dscattemd @bheather95 @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @amtutmb @dshacttemd I love the diversity of presenters, and that you give out awards! I find both, together, foster the education mission! #mededchat

Sateesh Arja, MD, MPH @ArjaSateesh 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T1 these academies take faculty members outside UK too which made us to participate with them. Worth being part of them. Most of our faculty members apply for associate and fellowship with them #meded

Susan Sawning @SSawning 8 hours ago
Love this, I’m here for this!

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
@myheroistrane @MedEdChat Fascinating notion. We could at that! #mededchat

Janet Corral @edtechcorral 8 hours ago
@nverma21 @MedEdChat @MancusoMD @UF_COE That is really cool, @nverma21! This year we did a pre-conf workshop with our colleagues from School of Ed, and it was highly rated as well as well received. I'm encouraged by your ex to keep fostering this connection here locally #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
Does this mean I’ll get more guest hosts to help moderate? #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @edtechcorral: @nverma21 @MedEdChat @MancusoMD @UF_COE That is really cool, @nverma21! This year we did a pre-conf workshop with our col…

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane 8 hours ago
Another question: should there be a national or international academy of #meded ucators? #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
@myheroistrane It’s long overdue doncha think? #mededchat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
@edtechcorral @MedEdChat For example @kristinadzara gave a wonderful session on cultivating your professional brand - a way of helping junior faculty establish themselves #MedEdChat
There’s always hope #mededchat

RT @DanielRicottaMD: @edtechcorral @MedEdChat For example @kristinadzara gave a wonderful session on cultivating your professional brand -…

I like the idea of CV consults. That isn't something we do at present, though individual Academy members do help other members (and/or mentees, others' mentees) with dossier prep for promotion #mededchat

It is a rather brilliant idea to do that early to be prepared right from the start #mededchat

we also encourage residents and students to be involved! Supporting the next generation of academics and adding to the diversity. We have a lower fee for them to attend the meeting, and most faculty finance the registration & poster printing for their learners.

agree. Participating in mededchat and being part of it is a great platform to share the knowledge with others and learn from them. #mededchat

Cultivating your prof brand....great idea, and might help focus one's work on campus towards promotion dossier prep too...? #mededchat

Ha! Yes! I’ve been churning some potential topics around. #Mededchat

As a new academy director (of a newly forming academy) I found the Academies Collaborative meeting at #AAMC incredibly helpful—not quite a national academy but really helpful to academy leaders me thinks #mededchat

we also encourage residents and students to be invol…
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @DanielRicottaMD: @edtechcorral @MedEdChat For example @kristinadzara gave a wonderful session on cultivating your professional brand -…

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane 8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan I think so... can be both service oriented as well as a voice for progress in #MedEd. #mededchat

Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 #mededchat @StanfordMedTMA: SIMEC https://t.co/YV2eWRTrFJ Grants https://t.co/UcCTg4w38c Lectureshttps://t.co/SBC2ZM059C Mentor Training https://t.co/1DvOQIXI27

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
TOPIC 3: What is one activity you would want your Academy to do/take on to support your role as an Educator in 2019-2020? #mededchat #meded

Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi 8 hours ago
@edtechcorral @MedEdChat Love the info graphic! #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @MikeGisondi: @MedEdChat T2 #mededchat @StanfordMedTMA: SIMEC https://t.co/YV2eWRTrFJ Grants https://t.co/UcCTg4w38c Lectures http…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 8 hours ago
RT @edtechcorral: @DanielRicottaMD @MedEdChat @kristinadzara Cultivating your prof brand....great idea, and might help focus one's work on…

Janet Corral @edtechcorral 8 hours ago
@MikeGisondi @MedEdChat Impact can be shown in many ways, but if I also really believe in diversity & inclusion, I try to focus our evaluation results on the results that matter for D&I #mededchat

@DSchatteMD @dschattemd 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 #mededchat I think the advice for development of our educator portfolios that are required to get promoted on the education track are key. As well as the opportunity to earn educational grants to support scholarship @AMTUTMB

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
@myheroistrane There is a national AAMC academies collaborative https://t.co/joTUBPgRgE - similar to your question #MedEdChat #MedEd

Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 #mededchat I’d like more of a community for medical education researchers. Many academies host annual events to showcase research, but something more frequent than annual is needed for a group to really form. I’d like to know those in other departments who do #mededresearch
One challenge is meeting the needs of a diverse group with different career goals and skill needs. Do you have suggestions for offerings? #MedEdChat

Impact can be shown in many ways, but if I also really believe in diversity & inclusion, I try to…

RT @alisanagler I like the idea of local or regional symposium. When there is a tiered membership, this sometimes allows for mentorship & guidance/support from those who’ve been med/surg educators for a longer period-to those just beginning or earlier in their careers. #mededchat

T3 Time support, protected time to learn more about education separate from distractions/ squeezing into a long day (but I know it is a challenge and balancing act for Med educators!) #MedEd #MedEdChat

The topic is an exemplar if the type of content we aim to provide - broadly applicable despite department or promotions path - doesn’t hurt to have a dynamite speaker @kristinadzara #MedEdChat

Agree! At @NU_FAME, the trainee members were #AlmostFAMEous. They were very engaged and on a great early career trajectory.

What about hosting activities that help build relationships and trust amongst the diverse members? #mededchat

Also here is another good, recent article I enjoyed reading about how to consider your #MedEdImpact in @AcadMedJournal by @StellaHPE and colleagues. #MedEdChat https://t.co/SsN3nwInYy

Agreed - promotion is a black box we find faculty struggle with #MedEdChat @GraceHuangMD

The topic is an exemplar if the type of content…

Also here is another good, recent article I enjoyed reading about how to consi…
Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi 8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @DanielRicottaMD @edtechcorral @MedEdChat Also here is another good, recent article I enjoyed reading about how to consi…

@AMTUTMB @amtutmb 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 #mededchat the @amtutmb twitter feed came out of our SWOT analysis at the AMT 5-year retreat to meet a need to keep our faculty informed across sites & asynchronously by our faculty development team

Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi 8 hours ago
RT @DanielRicottaMD: @myheroistrane There is a national AAMC academies collaborative https://t.co/joTUBPgRgE - similar to your question #Me…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @DanielRicottaMD @edtechcorral @MedEdChat Also here is another good, recent article I enjoyed reading about how to consi…

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
@ShariWhicker @MedEdChat @kristinadzara @BIDMC_Academy Agreed - timing is such a challenge. Something we discuss constantly. The counter argument is by offering sessions outside of “business hours” faculty with young families or long commutes are unintentionally filtered out. #MedEdChat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
@edtechcorral @MedEdChat It helps to have an expert @GraceHuangMD - we also invite individuals from the medical school with intimate understanding of the promotion process to give workshops #MedEdChat

Susan Sawning @SSawning 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: all that has been mentioned + community coordination...bring my people together so we can express care and vulnerability and support one another. #Mededchat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
@ShariWhicker @MedEdChat @kristinadzara @BIDMC_Academy Wow that’s impressive! Our standard time is 12 noon but we also partner with individual departments to offer sessions at a time convenient for their faculty #MedEdChat

Heather Billings @bheather958 8 hours ago
@meklingensmith @myheroistrane Shout out to an Academies Collaborative webinar next Wed April 24 3pm to discuss pros and cons of tiered membership - join us! #mededchat https://t.co/xM7V0zKJtv

Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi 8 hours ago
@DanielRicottaMD @ShariWhicker @MedEdChat @kristinadzara @BIDMC_Academy This was a challenge at @NU_FAME — I never felt like I got it right, but tried the 4pm - 5pm hour as the anchor. Before daycare closed, end of the day, maybe cancel last clinic hour now and again, etc. #mededchat
Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi 8 hours ago
RT @bheather95: @meklingensmith @myheroistrane Shout out to an Academies Collaborative webinar next Wed April 24 3pm to discuss pros and co...

@AMTUTMB @amtutmb 8 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @DanielRicottaMD @edtechcorral @MedEdChat Also here is another good, recent article I enjoyed reading about how to consi...

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final thoughts #meded #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @bheather95: @meklingensmith @myheroistrane Shout out to an Academies Collaborative webinar next Wed April 24 3pm to discuss pros and co...

SGEA @SGEAnews 8 hours ago
RT @bheather95: @meklingensmith @myheroistrane Shout out to an Academies Collaborative webinar next Wed April 24 3pm to discuss pros and co...

Janet Corral @edtechcorral 8 hours ago
@MikeGisondi @MedEdChat At the Academies Collaborative meeting (1 day before AAMC LSL), many academies share their research. There are also sub-committees of the Academies Collaborative focused on specific research questions. Reach out to @alisanagler or @ShariWhicker to connect! #mededchat

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 8 hours ago
RT @edtechcorral: @MedEdChat I really appreciate our annual education symposium, which gives scholarship to jr faculty & learners #mededcha...

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
RT @edtechcorral: @MikeGisondi @MedEdChat At the Academies Collaborative meeting (1 day before AAMC LSL), many academies share their research...

Janet Corral @edtechcorral 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: A way to reach all educators on our many affiliated clinical sites, and build a larger community #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or email #meded #mededchat

Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi 7 hours ago
@DanielRicottaMD @ShariWhicker @MedEdChat @kristinadzara @BIDMC_Academy @NU_FAME Yup, lectured this morning at #StanfordAloha—now enjoying my ride back to Wailea from Lahaina, while chatting with all of you. #Aloha #mededchat #someoneelseisdrivinghttps://t.co/kJkJPuEqsxW
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 7 hours ago
@DanielRicottaMD @edtechcorral @MedEdChat @GraceHuangMD @AcadMedJournal Thank you @DanielRicottaMD - you are too kind! It is an honor that I get to speak with educators about using #SoMe for collaboration and networking, building their professional brands, and developing their elevator pitches as part of their #FacDev. #MedEdChat #MedEdThx

Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi 7 hours ago
RT @edtechcorral: @MikeGisondi @MedEdChat At the Academies Collaborative meeting (1 day before AAMC LSL), many academies share their resaer…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
That’s a wrap…I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning on https://t.co/mJivoK9NyX on the Resources page. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 7 hours ago
RT @MikeGisondi: @DanielRicottaMD @ShariWhicker @MedEdChat @kristinadzara @BIDMC_Academy @NU_FAME Yup, lectured this morning at #StanfordAl…

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 7 hours ago
T2 #mededchat here is an example of some of the offerings - from our February Newsletter https://t.co/F7rDuDJNqF

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 7 hours ago
RT @DanielRicottaMD: @MedEdChat @kristinadzara I am co-director @BIDMC_Academy - this year we broadened our outreach to be inclusive of all…

Frank Cacace MD FACP @cacace_frank 7 hours ago
@MikeGisondi @MedEdChat T3 #mededchat - just 2 nights ago at our acad meeting the ideas of supporting/sponsoring teaching & #mededresearch skills programs across hospitals/campuses came up, and then as u say, collaborative #meded rsch writing groups cross profession/discipline/campus was discussed.

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD 7 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @DanielRicottaMD @edtechcorral @MedEdChat @GraceHuangMD @AcadMedJournal Thank you @DanielRicottaMD - you are too kind!…

Susan Sawning @SSawning 7 hours ago
Retweeting @myheroistrane’s idea because I think it’s a novel idea worth exploring…virtual academies for those of us w/o academies or can ya’ll FaceTime me into one of yours? #Mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 7 hours ago
@DanielRicottaMD @ShariWhicker @MedEdChat @BIDMC_Academy I have heard some have had success with varying times for #facdev that work for most. Also worth considering whether webinars could be helpful, especially if recorded. #MedEdChat
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara7 hours ago
RT @DanielRicottaMD: @ShariWhicker @MedEdChat @kristinadzara @BIDMC_Academy Wow that’s impressive! Our standard time is 12 noon but we also…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara7 hours ago
RT @DanielRicottaMD: @edtechcorral @MedEdChat @kristinadzara Agreed - promotion is a black box we find faculty struggle with #MedEdChat @Gr…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara7 hours ago
RT @DanielRicottaMD: @ShariWhicker @MedEdChat @kristinadzara @BIDMC_Academy One challenges is meeting the needs of a diverse group with dif…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara7 hours ago
@DanielRicottaMD @edtechcorral @MedEdChat @GraceHuangMD And it can be challenging to find others who have been promoted on the educator track to ask for mentoring and guidance. #MedEdChat

Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi7 hours ago
RT @cacace_frank: @MikeGisondi @MedEdChat T3 #mededchat - just 2 nights ago at our acad meeting the ideas of supporting/sponsoring teaching…

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD7 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: @DanielRicottaMD @edtechcorral @MedEdChat @GraceHuangMD And it can be challenging to find others who have been promoted…

Frank Cacace MD FACP @cacace_frank7 hours ago
@alisanagler @MedEdChat #mededchat. Made the comment at our recent meeting #meded educators all form careers w some combination of C(clinician)A(admin-leader)R(ed research)E(direct education). Any combination of these domains should be elevated by AMEs 4members, colleagues, institution, meded community.

MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or email #meded #mededchat

MedEdBot @MedEdBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning on https://t.co/mJivoK9NyX on the Resources page. Tha…

Michael Gisondi @MikeGisondi7 hours ago
RT @DanielRicottaMD: T2 #mededchat here is an example of some of the offerings - from our February Newsletter https://t.co/F7rDuDJNqF

Daniel Ricotta, MD, FHM @DanielRicottaMD6 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: I was an inaugural member of Baylor’s academy early in my career, then Joined Penn State’s when I moved there as soon as…
Dr. Joy Balls-Berry @jballs19085 5 hours ago
RT @bheather95: @MedEdChat Watching 2 hockey games in Minnesota but still have time to #mededchat looking forward to hearing from everyone!

Martha Rosana @martharosana 3 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: Question: could we consider @MedEdChat an “online academy?” #mededchat